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About This Game

Magicka is a satirical action-adventure game set in a rich fantasy world based on Norse mythology. The player assumes the role
of a wizard from a sacred order tasked with s 5d3b920ae0
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Brilliant game but cannot be recommended when crashes occur more frequently each time we try to play.. DO NOT GET THIS
GAME, Yes it WAS a wonderful game to play single player or coop, but the devs put out all these "updates" to test the game out
for magicka 2, rendering this game useless, between crashing and bugs, they essentially f****d this game up, i suspect so they
can force you to fork out more cash for magicka 2. Used to be good when it worked, now it doesn't seem playable for anyone.
Do not buy.. Game "was" fun at one point. But now is riddled with bugs and crashes. It's an amazing feeling to have the game
crash at the end of each level. The game has been abandoned in a broken state that at some points is next to unplayable..
Boycotting Paradox Interactive for latest greedy actions taken by them.. This would be a 9/10 if it didn't crash every five
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